15" x 15" Swing-Away Manual Heat Press Machine with High
Pressure Style
Item Code: HTM-3805-I

FOB Price:

$394/set

Mini Order:

1 set

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

100.8lb (45.84kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
. Swing-away type, easy to prepare.
. 15.0"×15.0" Teflon coated upper heat platen.
. Digital time and temperature displays with automatic alarm.
. Thick and good-quality heating board, larger pressure makes perfect printing.
Descriptions:
The Head-shaking heat press machine using superior metal materials to ensure it durable, adopts special high precision line-tube
technology, effectively keep temperature equilibrating and stabilizing. It's a kind of high-grade heat press machine suitable for exporting
and it can work without insulated cloth because of coating with a kind of layer on the surface of heating board to anti high temperature.
It's convenient to use for the heating board could be shaked when you use it.

Notice: Color of the machine is variable, and the color is random according to the ones in stock when you buy the machine.
Certainly, you can choose the color we have made but need time to finish if it's not in stock. Also, you can customize the color
you like but need extra cost and large order.
Related Products

Application:
It is widely used for T-shirt, key-chains, sheet, etc.
Samples
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Certificate
Power
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The Head-shaking heat press machine is of superior
grade, fitting for export andCE
designed expecially for the
high demand level of hot-stamping effect.It is widely
1400W
used for T-shirt
15.0"×15.0" (380×380mm)

Single Working table

Working Table
Operation Method

Manual

Size

15"*15"
Single Function

Application

Specifications

Specifications
Working Size

Voltage

Power

Tem.Range

Time
Range

Packing Size

G.W.

15"×15"
(380×380mm)

110V/220V

1400W

0-399°C

0-999sec

29.9"×20.5"×22.8"
(760×520×580mm)(Carton)

99.2lb (45kg)

15"×24"
(380×580mm)

110V/220V

1800W

0-399°C

0-999sec

29.5"×26.8"×17.7"
(750×680×450mm)
(Wooden Case)

125.6lb
(57kg)
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I want to know if can be sent over to Nigeria after purchase?

Yes, we can send over to Nigeria
Reply by sign-in-china

do you ship it by sea or by air

We can ship it by sea ,by air and by express.as you like .
Reply by sign-in-china
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